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The word “evangelist” comes from the Greek word --- euongelion --- which 
means the good news --- or the gospel... 

 
So --- an evangelist is simply one who proclaims the good news... 

 
And so --- we wanted to take some time this morning and think together about 
what it means to be an evangelist in the city --- what does it mean to be a 
proclaimer of the good news... 

 
I wish we had the opportunity to spend a couple hours where it’s not just me 
talking --- but we’re all reading the Bible together 

 
Now --- for the vast majority of people who claim to be followers of Christ --- 
the idea of evangelism is enough to give a person cold sweats... 

 
The idea of having to talk about Christianity to someone who is not really 
interested in it is an awful thought --- and it is so awful that the vast majority of 
followers of Christ --- just never do... 
And I want to say --- that I don’t blame you ---- because it is usually an awful 
thought to me --- but I think it is an awful thought ----- because for many 
followers of Christ ---- we have been given a very truncated and incomplete 
understanding of the gospel ---- the good news... 

 
So we’re gonna spend the time we have together this morning --- to do some 
work at understanding a more robust --- and rather wonderful understanding of 
the gospel --- the good news... 
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So to get us started --- let’s imagine something... 
 

A non-Christian friend says to you, “if the word “gospel” means “good news,” 
then what is so good about the good news?  In three or less sentences, how 
would you respond to your friend? 

 
Kent’s story   
Pastor of OHC for 32 years... 
Big attractional --- hey days of the 90’s 
18 years ago --- donner party 
Consumerism --- how we attract and keep people is spiritually formative  
To teach people how to orient their lives around the teaching of Christ we 
would have to unteach them --- some of the very things we were using to 
attract them to our church 
It’s not that we weren’t trying to make disciples 
It was that our way of doing church was working against our ability to make 
disciples... 

 
 

We were able to do church in that way ---- because --- like most evangelical 
churches --- we had embraced an incomplete and truncated understanding of 
the gospel 
Essentially --- we understood the gospel --- and this continues to be the primary 
understanding of the gospel in evangelical churches --- we understood the 
gospel as being the same thing as the plan of salvation 
The gospel became about making sure a person believes what Jesus did on the 
cross for them --- and to trust that --- and that would assure that their sins 
would be forgiven --- and they would go to heaven when they die... 
Now --- of course the gospel leads us into this plan of salvation --- and the 
gospel offers forgiveness of sins and heaven when we die --- and that is 
wonderful 
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But the gospel --- the good news --- as it is presented in the Bible --- is so much 
more than that 
But many people have taught that the gospel is simply the plan of salvation ----- 
Jesus died for you --- trust that his death saves you --- and you will have 
forgiveness of sins and heaven when you die 
Then --- after that first step --- after you crossed the line --- after you were “in” -
--- then there would be another step --- discipleship --- where a person learned 
how to walk the Jesus way and experience authentic transformation 

 
 

But as long as the “gospel” --- the “good news” --- was foundationally --- or 
primarily --- about the forgiveness of sins --- and heaven when you die --- 
discipleship was entirely optional --- something different than the good news --- 
and secondary to it... 
This is built on a view of heaven as discontinuous from this world 
You’re born --- you live --- and hopefully while you’re alive you accept Jesus as 
your savior --- and then you die --- and you go through some kind of cosmic car 
wash --- and then you enjoy heaven 
But I think we will see --- if we read the Bible carefully --- that heaven --- or life 
after death --- is continuous with this life --- because eternity begins now 
One of the most important things we --- as Christian leaders are called to do ----- 
is to teach people that invisible things are real 
And God has created human beings in such a way --- that we are able to interact 
with --- and be transformed by --- this invisible world 
 
Take the lord’s prayer --- for example ----- “our father who art in heaven” --- 
actually the word “heaven” there --- is plural --- the heavens --- and it referred 
to the atmosphere --- the space all around us --- not transcendence here ----- 
but imminence --- our father all around us --- in the atmosphere all around us --- 
our father ever near us 
Our job is not to try to get people into heaven --- but to get heaven into people 
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At oak hills we realized that we had to get a better understanding of the gospel 
--- and the kingdom of God 
The kingdom of God was the primary message of Jesus 
Often the biblical phrase is actually --- the gospel of the kingdom --- or the good 
news of the kingdom... 
Many of us just sat down with our Bible for a few weeks --- and we wrote down 
every time the new testament uses the word “gospel” --- euongelion --- the 
good news --- and the kingdom of God --- or the kingdom of heaven --- or the 
heavens 

 
And in the process --- we realized that the Bible --- when it talked about the 
gospel --- it was not primarily talking about the plan of salvation 
The gospel --- as it is recorded in the four gospels --- is not at all presented as 
the plan of salvation... 
And it is not presented that way in the evangelistic sermons in acts --- the very 
first gospel messages... 
For us at oak hills --- when we began to embrace the gospel with this more fully 
biblical --- and larger --- and more robust understanding 
We realized that we had to begin to completely re-think the message --- and the 
structure of the church --- and the programs of the church... 
This more robust understanding of the gospel --- which of course included 
forgiveness of sins --- and heaven when we die --- it was the first domino that 
fell --- that began to force us to re-think so much about the point of the church -
-- and the point of a human being --- and what the good news --- the gospel --- 
actually is 

 
Gospel and kingdom  

 
So --- the main goal of this message --- is to stir up our thinking – and our 
biblical understanding of the gospel --- the good news --- and the kingdom of 
God... 
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I would like us to wrestle with how the north American evangelical church --- 
over the last hundred years --- has made the gospel become essentially --- the 
plan of salvation --- which is not what the Bible says about the gospel 
 
The plan of salvation is --- of course --- very important --- and it is a beautiful 
result of the proclamation of the gospel --- it is built upon the gospel --- but by 
itself --- it is not the gospel 
And we know that from reading the Bible 
The word --- “gospel” was a secular term --- it meant essentially a proclamation 
---- often a political proclamation --- of some kind of good news to the people 

 
 

In fact --- when the Bible talks about proclaiming the gospel --- it is using the 
same root word --- it’s like the Bible is saying that we are gospeling the gospel 
So many passages --- we’re gonna look at one 
Go over mark 1:14,15 
Explain kingdom --- belief 
The gospel --- the good news --- is essentially the proclamation of Jesus as the 
culmination of the biblical story --- and the history of Israel 
He is the promised messiah --- the one who fulfills the prophecies 
In his coming --- he has inaugurated the kingdom of God --- the rule of God 
And we enter the kingdom of God --- when we begin to learn how to live under 
the rule of God --- thy kingdom come --- they will be done --- on earth as it is in 
heaven --- and so eternal life begins now 
But when the gospel becomes reduced to the plan of salvation --- as opposed to 
being a story about God --- it becomes a story about me --- and my salvation 
 
Here’s an interesting question it may be fun to ask a group you are studying this 
with --- if the message of the early church --- the message that Jesus and his 
friends proclaimed --- if it was primarily about my personal salvation --- 
forgiveness of sins --- and heaven when I die... 
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Would there even be a Christianity today? 
How would that message turn the world upside down? 
The gospel is this big grand story of Jesus being the culmination of the story of 
Israel --- that the kingdom of God is here --- in our midst... 
It’s not here in all its fullness of course --- there is an “already” and “not yet” 
aspect to the kingdom of God... 
But it is here 
And it has come to us through the birth --- life --- teaching --- death --- burial --- 
resurrection --- ascension --- sending of the spirit --- the continuing work of the 
triune God through the church 
And the final return of Christ --- when all things are made right... 
In the gospel presentations many of us have grown up with --- four spiritual 
laws --- bridge illustration --- romans road --- evangelism explosion --- they 
reduce the gospel to answering one question --- how do I go to heaven when I 
die? 
Which is an important question --- but not the central question 
The resurrection of Christ is not even needed in most of these gospel 
presentations 
The way many of us have been taught about how to proclaim the gospel --- has 
created the question is some people’s mind --- if Jesus actually preached the 
gospel 
Or --- if the gospel is actually in the four gospels --- or in the first evangelistic 
sermons in acts 
It’s kinda weird to even think --- that the one who came gospeling the gospel --- 
Jesus --- is thought --- by some --- to perhaps not have proclaimed the gospel 

 
The result of this truncated --- or incomplete gospel --- is that we have made 
discipleship an option --- and it shows 
When we are gospeling the gospel --- what is the response we are asking for 
from our listeners? 
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When the gospel is reduced to the plan of salvation --- we end up inviting 
people to trust in what Jesus did on the cross to pay for our sins --- which is a 
great thing 
 
But in doing so --- we make the good news about me --- about my personal 
salvation --- and discipleship is an option 
And if we reflect carefully on this --- on why it is so often difficult to lead people 
in our churches --- into a disciplined life of discipleship --- the answer --- to some 
degree --- is that it’s not the deal they signed up for --- they signed up the good 
news of personal salvation 
 
But when the gospel is this big --- and wonderful story of Jesus coming as 
messiah and king --- to be the culmination of the kingdom of Israel 
And he has inaugurated the kingdom of God --- and he has demonstrated --- 
through his life --- his teachings --- his miracles --- healings --- that he is indeed 
the promised messiah --- the anointed one --- the king --- it’s a beautiful thing 

 
Write your own --- poets --- story tellers --- preachers --- song writers ----- 
painters ---- all kinds of artists  
Because when this big --- and beautiful ---- and biblical story becomes our 
gospeling --- then the response we call for is completely different... 
We call people to follow this same wonderful messiah and king --- just like in 
the Bible 
We call people --- just like Jesus called the multitudes --- to deny themselves 
and to take up their cross and follow him 
We call people to bring their lives --- our lives --- under God’s gracious rule 
And we invite people to enter into a lifetime of training 
Where we cooperate with the grace of God --- and the activity of the holy spirit 
--- in order to experience authentic transformation into the character of Christ 
But with the truncated gospel --- we have the rather odd situation --- where 
people can consider themselves Christians --- without being a follower of Christ 
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Or without being a part of a church --- a community of Christ-followers 
But with the more robust gospel --- the gospel in the gospels --- and in the 
evangelistic sermons of acts --- a pattern of response is this 
Repent --- believe --- baptize --- (explain) 
When we reflect on these things --- perhaps the most important place where 
we need to be doing evangelistic work today --- where we need to be gospeling 
the gospel --- is in our churches 
We have thousands in our churches every week --- who need to be evangelized 
And they’re coming --- and in some sense they’re saying --- evangelize me! --- 
gospel the gospel to me! --- and then tell me what I’m to do with this 

 
So --- in light of all this --- as we think about “hope in the city” --- as you think 
about your role --- your calling --- as evangelists --- in this city --- what does all 
this mean for you here at hope?... 

 
How are you --- as a community of faith ---- going to be gospeling the gospel?... 

 
And I want to suggest --- that it begins right here --- with this very basic truth --- 
here’s the truth --- we must come to the point in our lives --- where we are 
convinced --- that a life that is oriented around the teachings of Jesus --- is the 
best of all possible lives... 

 
And we come to believe this so strongly ----- that we begin to reorient our entire 
lives around learning how to become a disciple of Jesus... 

 
Where I am learning --- over the course of a lifetime --- how to routinely and 
easily live as Jesus would live if he were me... 

 
And I am doing this --- because I have become convinced --- that the life that 
Jesus invites me to live --- in the reality of his kingdom that is right here among 
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us --- where I am learning how to live well under the rule of God --- that this life 
--- is the best of all possible lives... 

 
I am convinced that when Jesus came to us and said --- I have come that you 
might have life --- and that you would experience this life in all its abundance --- 
he was telling the truth --- and that this life of abundance begins now --- and it 
lasts throughout eternity... 

 
This is the point behind some of the parables of Jesus --- in Matthew 13 --- Jesus 
gives two parables that mean exactly the same --- like he was trying to get our 
attention --- to make sure we understand this... 
The first is the parable of the treasure hidden in a field... 

 
Jesus says --- let me tell you what the kingdom of the heavens is like --- what the 
kingdom of God is like --- it’s like a treasure hidden in a field --- and a man finds 
it --- and he goes --- oh my goodness! --- I’m rich! --- and he hides it --- and he 
goes and sells everything he has --- and then buys the field --- so now the 
treasure is his... 

 
Let’s say the field is worth $100,000 --- and all this man has to his name --- his 
total net worth --- is $100,000 --- and he goes and takes every last cent he has --
- cashes it all in --- and he buys the field... 

 
He spent everything he has --- he has no more money left --- no more 
possessions ----- but is he sad? --- no! --- is he anxious? --- no! --- because now 
he has $100,000,000 hidden in that field --- and it’s his now --- he’s rich... 

 
His selling of everything he had --- was a small --- insignificant little thing --- 
compared to the treasure he now has... 
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The next parable says the exact same thing --- only this time it is a very valuable 
pearl --- and this pearl merchant has looked his whole life for a pearl like this --- 
and when he finds this pearl --- when he discovers the kingdom of God --- he 
goes and sells everything he has --- and he buys the pearl... 

 
Because the treasure --- the pearl --- life in the kingdom of God --- authentic 
transformation into the image of Christ ----- where because of my intentional --- 
and purposeful effort --- and my cooperation with the transforming power of 
the holy spirit in my life --- I am beginning to experience a life that is permeated 
with love --- joy --- peace --- patience --- kindness --- goodness --- faithfulness --- 
and self-control... 

 
This is the best of all possible lives --- it’s life in all its abundance 
It’s the way life is supposed to be lived... 

 
And here’s the truth --- people long for this kind of life --- because this kind of 
life --- is good news --- it’s very good news --- it’s a beautiful way to live --- and 
most people do not experience this to any great degree --- most church people 
do not experience this kind of life to any great degree... 

 
But when we think about this role we have --- this privilege we have --- of being 
evangelists in the city... 
Proclaimers of the good news --- those who are gospeling the gospel... 

 
This is where it starts --- where a church ---- a community of faith --- is learning 
how to live in such away --- that love --- joy --- peace --- patience --- kindness --- 
goodness ---- faithfulness --- and self-control --- permeates of community... 

 
And I know that this is what you all are seeking to learn here at hope --- and I 
just want to be a voice that encourages you to keep going here... 
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Because when we desire to be a community of faith in the city --- a church in 
the city ----- who is proclaiming and declaring --- the good news --- our very first 
--- most foundational job --- is to be the good news... 

 
The demonstration of the good news --- always comes before the proclamation 
of the good news... 

 
We can only be witnesses --- if we are actually witnessing --- experiencing --- the 
reality of God and his kingdom among us... 
We are not just telling people facts about God --- we are sharing reality... 

 
So when we are evangelists in the city --- what we are primarily doing --- is living 
this life of authentic transformation --- and we are doing this in community --- 
together... And our invitation to others --- is to simply come follow Jesus with 
us... 

 
The very first term that was used to describe the people who belonged to the 
fledgling Jesus movement in the first century --- was “followers of the way”... 

 
And people were invited to join this company of people --- who were living in 
this alternative community of goodness ----- and abundance of life... 

 
One of my favorite authors on the whole process of transformation and 
discipleship --- is Robert baron --- also --- he’s a baseball fan --- so that helps... 
And in his book --- “the strangest way --- walking the Christian path” --- he 
writes this… 

 
“Christianity --- like baseball --- painting --- and philosophy --- is a world --- a 
way of life --- and like those other worlds --- it is first approached because it is 
perceived as beautiful --- it enthralls us --- a youngster walks onto the baseball 
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diamond because he finds the game splendid --- and a young artist begins to 
draw --- because she finds the artistic universe enchanting”... 

 
“once the beauty of Christianity has seized a disciple --- she will long to submit 
herself to it --- entering into its rhythms ---- its institutions --- its history --- its 
drama --- its visions --- and activities”… 

 
“and then --- having practiced it --- having worked it into her soul and flesh --- 
she will know it”… 

 
“the movement --- in short --- is from the beautiful --- (it is splendid!) --- to the 
good ---- (i must play it!) --- to the true --- (it is right!)”...  
“one of the mistakes that both liberals and conservatives make --- is to get this 
process precisely backward --- arguing first about right and wrong”... 

 
“no kid will be drawn into the universe of baseball by hearing arguments over 
the infield-fly rule --- or disputes about bringing the designated hitter to the 
national league”… “and none of us will be enchanted by the world of 
Christianity --- if all we hear are disputes about theories of the atonement --- 
and foolish opinions about the order of events at the end of times”… 

 
“Christianity is a captivating and intellectually satisfying game --- but the point is 
to play it --- it is a beautiful and truthful way --- but the point is to walk it." 

 
The Christian faith is way of living --- much more than it is simply a list of things 
we believe...  And it is crucial for us reclaim this --- if we are to be effective 
proclaimers of the good news of Jesus in a post-Christian world… 

 
We need to recapture what is so good --- about the good news --- it is the most 
beautiful way of life --- and people are longing for it... 


